Color Wheel

Recognizing colors and naming them is an important part of a child’s development. Go on a color-based scavenger hunt to see what colorful objects are within your home!

Materials

Everyday objects that are:
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple

Instructions

1. Go on an indoor scavenger hunt to find objects in all of the different colors.
2. Challenge yourself to find 5-7 objects for each color of the color wheel. Look for variations in size, texture, and type of objects to create variety.
3. Place your objects in color order: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple in a circle on a flat surface.
4. Take a photo of your color wheel!

Go Further

Can you find the color chartreuse? What about indigo or cyan? There are so many colors that fit in-between the basic color categories. Explore these colors and expand your color wheel knowledge!

Share your Color Wheel with us! Tag us on Instagram @bcmkids #bcmandyou
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